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American Boccaccio Bibliography for 2009
(through December, 2009)
Compiled by Christopher Kleinhenz and Elsa Filosa
(University of Wisconsin-Madison and Vanderbilt University)

Books: Critical Studies and Collections of Essays


Articles:


817-37.


Morosini, Roberta. “Penelopi in viaggio ‘fuori rotta’ nel Decameron e
http://escholarship.org/uc/item/3nd68932.


**Dissertations:**

Essary, Brandon. “Religious Parody and the Economy of Significance in the *Decameron* Day Five.” [M.A. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2009]

Lummus, David Geoffrey. “Boccaccio’s Human Mythology: History and the Mythic Imagination in the *Genealogia deorum gentilium* of Giovanni Boccaccio” [Ph.D. Stanford University, 2008]
Marzano, Stefania. “Édition critique du Des cas des nobles hommes et femmes par Laurent de Premierfait (1400)” [Ph.D. University of Toronto, 2008]

**Book Reviews:**


(2009).


